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Abstract

In the nuclear power industry , digital technology has been introduced only

recently for the Instrumentation and Control(I&C) of reactor systems . Although

the digital I&C system has many advantages over it s analog counterpart , it s

application has drawn some safety issues such as softw are reliability , especially

when applying it to nuclear pow er plant (NPP) safety systems . For this reason,

the concept of verification & validation (V&V ) was introduced. Among the V&V

techniques , formal method is believed to be as advantageous for it s strength in

safety - crit ical characteristics . In this paper , w e analyzed the available V&V

techniques based on the formal method and discussed the possible options to

compensate the shortcomings of the current formal method.

1. Introduction



During the 1960' s and 1970' s, digital technology began to assume an

increasingly important role in large systems such as aerospace, national

security , telecommunications, and energy applications . For the nuclear

power industry , however , the conversion from analog technology to digital

instrumentation and control systems started in the late 1980' s and early

1990' s [1] . T his represent s highly conservative attitude tow ard new

technology among nuclear electric utilities .

Although a digital system possesses advantages over its analog

counterpart , softw are reliability is the key issue especially when applying

it to NPP safety systems . T herefore the concept of softw are verification

and validation (V&V) w as introduced to assure the reliability of safety

critical systems .

At present , there is no proven, objective method to measure the

reliability of a softw are- based product to the level of confidence required

for safety - critical nuclear applications . In order to add further confidence,

softw are V&V should promote a thorough and disciplined development

process and thereby encour age thoughtful design and systematic

cross - checks throughout the development cycle.

We reviewed and analyzed available V&V techniques and proposed a

new approach to RPS in this paper .

2. Categorization of V&V techniques

In V&V, of particular import ance is the form of expression used for the

softw are requirement s because most of the methods and tools at later

st ages in the life cycle can only be used provided that the appropriate

requirements tool is used from the early stages . Furthermore, the very

act of expressing requirements in a rigorous structure and format is it self



an important part of requirement s analysis .

V&V analysis methods can be categorized as shown in Fig . 1[ 1] .

F ig . 1 V&V analysis techniques [ 1]

Among above methods , formal methods are mathematics - based

techniques for describing system properties , and provide frameworks

within which people can specify, develop and verify systems in a

systematic, rather than ad hoc, manner . Semi- formal methods combine

functional representation with graphical overview to show how the

functions are tied together . T hey retain some of the mathematical rigor

of the formal methods . However it require less mathematical competence

to apply , and therefore, it is preferred choice for a variety of commercial

softw are tools .

We reviewed literatures to identify the characteristics of some V&V

analysis methods . T his is summarized in T able 1[7 ] . In this table, V&V

analysis methods are classified in three parts . In each classes, there are

many available methods , we reported a few of them which are well

known and applied satisfactorily to industry .
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3. Choosing V&V method for the Application to RPS

T he logic of RPS is based on the condition that defines whether or not

a process parameter exceeds it s predefined setpoint . If the logical

combination of these conditions is satisfied, a scram action is initiated.

T he Electric Power Research Institue (EPRI) classified nuclear I&C

systems for digital I&C upgrades . T he RPS is classified as the most

safety - critical item because of the crucial role played by the RPS and

short time response required of reactor trips . By classifying a system, the

general requirements provided by standards can be transformed to

T able 1. Char acteristics of V&V analysis methods
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concrete recommendations for the appropriate approaches to design,

verification and validation, and we can determine the level of activities

needed to satisfy regulatory requirements .

For the RPS, some additional recommendations are made to add

confidence from the point of view of both the utility and the NRC.[1]

1. Validation testing should include abnormal and faulted conditions . It

should also include r andomly generated test cases, to increase coverage

and to avoid any manual bias in defining test cases .

2. Unambiguous format s, using tabular or mathematical representations,

should be used to express required behavior in the requirements

document . Reliance on natural language should be minimized.

3. More extensive structural testing should be performed to exercise

each br anch of each decision st atement .

4. Reviewers should report to an organization separate from that of the

developer s .

Among V&V analysis methods , formal methods can best meet these

requirements because the language is usually based on mathematical

exactness and the ability for reasoning . In addition , if the problem can be

specified mathematically , a program can be systematically generated so as

to satisfy the specification . Nevertheless the application of formal methods

to nuclear industry is shown to be difficult due to sever al shortcomings .

Based on EPRI- sponsored research project , experience with the formal

languages , including Z specification are summarized as follow s ;[ 1]



- T here is a scarcity of useful softw are tool to support for the formal

languages

- Considerable high level training and experience are required to acquire

adequate writing skill of Z language.

- Past industrial experiences have been largely confined to small

problems or to highly specialized problems relating to definitions of

protocols .

From the literature review , it becomes apparent that the development of

more under st andable and systematic V&V method is needed. We consider

a combination of formal tabular methods and semi- formal gr aphical

methods may have potential to meet the goal.

4. V&V procedure

Verification and validation activity should be performed at each steps of

the development of the systems in their life cycle. Generally development

procedure can be described as shown in Fig . 2.

Fig . 2 General V&V procedure
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Formal verification is the process showing , by means of formal

deduction, that a formal design specification satisfies it s formal

requirements specification . T he formal description of a design and it s

assumptions are used to define the premises , and the requirements are

translated into the theorem that are to be proven . In hierarchical

development s, assumptions and designs at one level become requirement s

at another , so the formal verification process can be repeated through

many levels of design and abstraction . At the utmost level, validation

must be carried out [3 ] .

Detailed procedure using formal method can be summarized as

following [4 ] ;

- Most of the system concept would be described as informal natur al

language requirements

- We should tr anslate the informal requirements into formal

requirements specification . At this stage we should choose a formal

method that can satisfy the system classification level. As for RPS, it

should satisfy Class 1 level of safety . From this process, we can identify

and correct some of the deficiencies and ambiguities in the requirements

written in natur al language.

- Next step is the analysis of the requirement s with pencil and paper ,

or using automatic theorem - prover by "If the specification is correct , the

following property should be true." T hat is, when we put input into the

formal specification, then output should provide an expected result . By

using various input , we can find out some other errors which need some

more detailed requirement s . From this result , we can upgrade our

informal natural requirements .

- Design should be verified. At this stage, the designer constructs a



high- level design specification and mapping function that relates the

objects of the high- level design specification to the objects of the

requirements - level specification which can be set from the high- level

design data structure.

T o show that the high- level design satisfies the requirement s, we can

use homomorphism as a proof method.

- From the well defined formal specification, we can generate the

verification condition, and verify it . Code- level verification is usually the

most time- consuming of all of the formal methods .

Upon completing all these verification procedure, the validation test is

finally carried out for the developed softw are being embedded in the

relevant hardw ares . T he validation process can be designed to cover a

prescribed set of test conditions or a campaign of random test runs are

made with a statistically defined performance goals .

5. Discussion

We reviewed some V&V analysis methods and their characteristics .

Formal methods and semi formal methods have their own merit s . T hey

may not be sufficient when applied alnoe to RPS . Formal methods lacks

automated tools, underst andability , and easiness . Semi- formal methods do

possess these qualities, however , the level of confidence and rigor needed

in RPS is compromised.

A new approach that combines advantages of formal and semi formal

method rapidly gains popularity in other industry .[5 ,6 ] One suggested

hybrid languages which support an integrated specification of data

structuring aspects, as well as functional and dynamic behavior . By



combining sequential- oriented and process - oriented specification, mutual

disadvantages can be compensated.[6 ] Another method is proposed to give

a graphical appear ance to formal methods, or alternatively , to add formal

semantics to semi- formal graphical notations . In these approaches,

specifications represented in semi- formal method partially translated into

Z and enriched by formal annotations .

By using this approach, gr aphical overview s in semi- formal methods

make the system more underst andable, while mathematical expressions

and scheme in formal methods make the system more reliable and

rigorous in the verification . T o use this approach, methodology should

be studied including how to combine formal and semi formal method well

and how to check the consistency between them to compensate their

weakness .

6. Conclusion

In this paper , we ex amined the available concept s of V&V being

introduced in nuclear industry with emphasis on its procedure using

formal method. As RPS is a safety critical system its digit al

implementation needs the most rigorous verification method. Because the

use of formal method or semi formal method alone may not fulfill all the

requirement for RPS . For this reason , a new approach is suggested to

combine formal and semi formal method such that all the required

reliability can be satisfied. T o explore this approach, thorough

understanding of RPS characteristics and judicious choice of formal and

semi- formal method is indispensable.
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